CODE 8230

TEACHER WEBINAR
A-LEVEL DANCE: RAISING ATTAINMENT IN COMPONENT 2:
THE INDEPENDENT CONTEMPORARY DANCE SCENE IN BRITAIN 2000 CURRENT, AND SET WORK SUTRA (SIDI LARBI CHERKAOUI, 2008)
FOCUS
This is an advanced session offering in-depth opportunity for teachers to enrich and enhance their
approaches to engaging students effectively and imaginatively in the detail of Contemporary
Dance and in in the set work Sutra.
The course will provide opportunities for teachers to take away ideas which will help their students
achieve at the highest level. Session will target the essay skills and knowledge needed for the
different questions and offer practical advice as to how to implement these.
Nationally, this is the most popular optional unit, and we will explore in detail the benefits of
choosing this for most student cohorts to maximise success, alongside practical approaches to
planning and teaching.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Building a Successful 2-year Programme
4.30 - 4.45pm
l
Knowing the requirements of the specification, including assessment objectives and
weightings
l
Basic concepts of building a 2-year scheme of work to ensure maximum success of student
outcomes, and building skills and concepts in a logical and linear manner
l
Consideration of how Component 1 and Component 2 (section A and B) optional choices can
complement success in both units
l
Using examiner reports and e-AQA data to understand nationally recognised strengths and
weaknesses of current teaching, and plan for change

DATE
Wednesday 24 February 2021
Wednesday 17 June 2021

WEBINAR LEADER
Toni Knight has been teaching
at a highly successful 6th Form
College for 7 years, covering
A-level Dance, BTEC Dance,
A-level PE and BTEC Sport. For
4years, she has held the position
of Head of PE, Sport and Dance,
and led the department to
gaining ‘National Teaching Team
of the Year’ in Oct. 2019 at the
Pearson National Teaching
Awards hosted on the BBC.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
l

Heads of Dance

l

Teachers of AQA A-level
Dance

Optional Area of Study: Independent Contemporary Dance Scene in Britain
4.45 - 5.15pm
2000 – current
l
Concepts on how to choose the optional named practitioners and optional works that you
cover to maximise student success
l
Context to the Independent Contemporary Dance Scene: How to open the topic with an
understanding of the changing artistic movements, and build a timeline from the early origin of
Rambert (compulsory set study) to the point of 2000+
l
How to build student understanding between the contextual background of the practitioner
and the area of study, and how this impacts their movement style, choreographic style and
opening of their own companies
l
Teaching ideas to engage and excite students, whilst also developing A*-B skills and
knowledge

l

NQTs would also benefit from
this course

Compulsory Set Work of Sutra (Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui, 2008)
5.15 - 5.45pm
l
Introducing the set study to your students through context and background
l
Guided structure and resources for students to complete sectional analysis
l
How to improve the quality and detail in students description of examples
l
Teaching and revision resource ideas to engage and excite students, and to improve student
retention and understanding
Understanding Exam Technique and Marking
5.45 - 6.00pm
l
Overview of the essay question response, including structure and length of student responses
and common student pitfalls
l
Progressive teaching practice methods to teach the 25mark essay response
l
Understanding mark schemes and how to accurately assess student responses

COST: The cost for each webinar log in is £110+VAT

BENEFITS
l

Gain tactics for maximising
student success in this Section
B of the paper

l

Explore the AQA specification
requirements of component
2, and have an understanding
of how best to build a scheme
of work that facilitates student
success

l

Take away teaching
approaches and activities to
apply to your own teaching
of the compulsory set work of
Sutra (Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui,
2008) and the corresponding
area of study; the
Independent Contemporary
Dance Scene in Britain 2000 –
current

l

Develop your understanding
of the assessment methods
on component 2, and build
confidence in your ability to
accurately assess student
work
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